TLT Involvement at Conference Events

It is vitally important for the strength of the conference TLT program that area coordinators and conference leaders understand that clubs depend on their TLTs to assist them with their junior Pathfinders. Therefore, the worst thing a conference leader can do is to pull the TLT away from their club for extended periods of time in order to facilitate conference-level responsibilities. It is better to provide opportunities for TLT involvement in short segments. And remember, the TLT has parental permission to be involved and transported by their club leaders – not the conference leaders.

Pathfinder Bible Experience

Note: At Area-level involve TLTs not participating in PBE. At Conference-level involve TLTs not participating or who have been eliminated from PBE.

- Assist with uniform inspection
- Registration assistant
- Color guard presentation
- Assist with judging where appropriate
- Assist with programming
- ____________________________
- ____________________________

Conference Camporee

- Assist with campsite inspections
- Teach honors
- Assist with uniform inspections
- Be a guest speaker
- Provide special music
- Lead Pathfinder Pledge & Law
- Assist with Platform Coordinator
- Stage hand
- Assist with sound system
- Registration assistant
- Assist with night watch
- Color Guard assistant and flag care
- More ...
- ____________________________
- ____________________________
- ____________________________
- ____________________________

Pathfinder Fair

- Assist with uniform inspections
- Assist with event judging
- Parade flag bearer for conference leaders and area coordinator
- Stage hand
- Lead Pathfinder Pledge & Law
- Assist with security observation
- Registration assistant
- Pinewood Derby judging
- Assist with photo/video capture for area coordinator
- ____________________________
- ____________________________
- ____________________________